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J oined- up data:
a Board imperative
In this Viewpoint, we consider what asset managers can do to achieve the elusive goal of becoming
truly ‘ data- driven enterprises’ . J oined- up data — the ability to effectively link all data sets in an
organiz ation — is increasingly vital to a range of Board- level obj ectives. W e believe a holistic data
strategy, underpinned by an operating model and extensible technology architecture that deliver
j oined- up data as a service, is the ideal approach to take. Extensible architecture can deliver a wide
ran e o astin eneﬁts at simi ar or o er costs t an man asset mana ers are a rea inc rrin
However, we see Board support and commitment as vital to realiz ing the value of j oined- up data.

T he d ata r evolu tion
A few years ago, only a handful of observers would have
expected data to play a central role in the evolution of asset
management. Y et, today, data is the heart of the industry’ s
development. It has emerged as the fourth pillar of business in
addition to people, process, and technology. Firms of every siz e
are working to become data- driven organiz ations in which vast
amounts of information can be analyz ed in real time and put to a
myriad of uses. Good data is vital to effective management and
reporting. Data analysis is seen as a growing source of insight
and an increasingly important way to identify opportunities for
investment or e ansion or e am e oinin ﬁnancia ata to
investment data can help shape product development strategy by
identifying the best performing and most cost effective funds.
Of course, in the real world, few asset managers have succeeded
in becoming truly data- driven enterprises. It is not hard to see
why. Most asset managers have expanded through a mixture of
organic and inorganic growth, going through periods of underand over- investment in the process. In many cases, the result is a
fragmented, inconsistent data infrastructure that is overly reliant
on manual processes.
In this Viewpoint, we provide a high level assessment of the gap
between the data ideal and the current reality, and what we
believe asset managers can do to bridge it.
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J oined - u p d ata is
inc r easingly c r u c ial to c r eating
shar ehold er valu e
it t e eneﬁt o in si t it is eas to see
ata as
had such a meteoric rise up the agenda of asset managers’
executive teams. The explosion in the volume and speed of data
accumulation across the industry — and the interest in developing
new analytic capabilities to make sense of that data — has
been phenomenal.
Data and analytics are already being used in activities as diverse
as client segmentation, investment research, risk management
and fraud prevention. Boards are beginning to realiz e that j oinedup data is essential to achieving core shareholder value obj ectives
such as cost reduction, revenue growth, investor satisfaction and,
of course, total shareholder return. A n effective data strategy
is also recogniz ed as crucial to meeting the challenges of digital
distribution, enabling asset managers to distribute their products
directly to their investors online. The emergence of roboadvisors, the growing power and diversity of Financial Technology
( FinTech) and technology giants’ interest in asset management
are oc sin t e min s o esta is e ﬁrms on t e nee to e iver
radically- different customer experiences in future, especially to
younger investors.
A bove all, though, Executive teams are aware that compliance
with a range of regulatory req uirements will be reliant on data
management. Dodd- Frank, FA TCA , MiFID II, PRIIPs ( Packaged
retail and insurance- based investment products) and others
call for asset managers to provide regulators with ever more
detailed, timely and granular data. A ddressing these overlapping
req uirements ( see Figure 1 ) is the greatest single driver of
ﬁrms nee or e ective oine
ata
is in t rn is creatin a
broader awareness that reliable, centraliz ed data management
systems and processes can help Boards achieve many of their
strategic obj ectives.
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Many asset managers are struggling to become
“ data- driven enterprises”
irectorates are enco ra in some ﬁrms to rs e a iecemea
silo- focused approach. This can appear to achieve comparatively
q uick, low- cost wins but, in our experience, isolated proj ects
rarely provide a lasting or reliable solution. They are often a
response to the limitations of existing technology, or the result
of excessive delegation to a single team or function, and, when
replicated across a large organiz ation, they inevitably lead to
cost multiplication.

The desire to move from silo- based data management to a
more centraliz ed approach is about much more than eliminating
ication an re cin costs t a so re ects ro in
awareness of the value hidden in asset managers’ data and the
potential synergies of comparing or combining different data
sets ea ﬁrms o
i e to ac ieve strate ic insi t
having total transparency of their operational and investment
performance — gaining the ability to “ view the organiz ation as a
portfolio. ” This not only implies a holistic view across all across
securities, asset classes, legal entities, products, clients and
markets, but also the ability to look at that data from a range
o i erent ers ectives s c as com iance roﬁta i it an
investment performance etc.

A t the other end of the spectrum, some asset managers are
migrating to completely new full- featured investment platforms
supplied by maj or software vendors. “ Big Bang” proj ects such
as these have the potential to be more effective but, without the
right governance and oversight, they tend to overrun in terms of
time and cost. They can also generate uneven value for different
functions or business units, and are often poorly integrated
into t e roa er or ani ation
itiona t e ac o e i i it
impedes organiz ations into meeting changing req uirements when
delivered in a timely and cost- effective manner.

an asset mana ers are s en in si niﬁcant amo nts in t eir
q uest for transparency, but there is no consensus on the best
approach to follow. Multiple req uirements from a variety of

F igu r e 1 : the overlapping data demands of regulation
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A holistic data strategy is the key to unlocking
j oined- up data
W hichever approach they choose, we believe that too many asset
managers are all failing to derive full value from their investments
in data. However, we see an alternative third way to achieve data
trans arenc t at com ines t e eneﬁts o ot a roac es
This alternative approach involves creating a new operating
model for data management, made up of several vital elements.
e ﬁrst is a i t ei t overnance str ct re t at nites senior
executives such as the CFO, COO and CTO around data. This
coordinates core shareholder value obj ectives with tactical data
goals, key performance indicators ( K PIs) that measure success
an t e evers avai a e to sta
em o erin t e o e ﬁrm to
deliver j oined- up data. That governance framework then needs to
be supported by an integrated organiz ational structure that brings
all data management skills and processes — including technology,
ﬁnance ris com iance o erations an c an e mana ement
n er t e centra i e oversi t o a sin e ﬁ re s c as a
ie ata ﬁcer
Finally, the operating model is underpinned by an extensible
technology architecture that delivers j oined- up data as a
service
e eﬁnin eat re o t is a roac is t at it aces an
infrastructure for gathering, cleaning, analyz ing and reporting

data on top of an asset manager’ s existing systems. Instead of
creating a data warehouse, it captures data from a wide variety
of sources and uses multiple metadata — descriptive features — as
the basis for subseq uent analysis. Conceptually, this extensible
architecture is made up of three “ layers” ( see Figure 2 ) :
► The semantic layer, which allows data — with different
c aracteristics an store on i erent s stems to e eﬁne
in a standardiz ed way
► The calculation layer, which structures the data according to
best practice business models, and enriches it from external
sources and performs checks not previously possible
► The analytic and reporting layer, which provides internal and
e terna sers it a ar more time
e i e an etai e
range of options for analysis and reporting
e eﬁnin eat re o t is a roac is t at it s erim oses an
infrastructure for gathering, cleaning, analyz ing and reporting
data onto an asset manager’ s existing systems. Instead of creating
a data warehouse, it captures data from a wide variety of sources
and uses metadata — descriptive information — as the basis for
subseq uent analysis.

F igu r e 2 : conceptual design of extensible architecture
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A holistic data strategy is the key to unlocking
j oined- up data ( contd. )
e e tensi e arc itect re can a so e eﬁne in re
technological terms ( see Figure 3 ) . Once up and running,
the architecture delivers j oined- up data by:
► Extracting data from an asset manager’ s existing systems and
transferring it to a separate server.
► Cleansing and reformatting the data into standardiz ed
business models.
► Enriching it with external data such as market prices or
customer characteristics.
► Moving the data to a separate “ reservoir” for analysis
and extraction.
► A llowing users to interrogate the data using a powerful
analytics module.
► Giving a range of internal and external users secure reporting
access.

4

The importance of the ‘ overlaid’ nature of extensible architecture
is hard to overstate. It enables users to drill down into data where
re ire
t a so to e tract sim e sin e ﬁ re meas res
of performance, cost and risk. Eq ually importantly, it allows
ﬁrms to evera e t eir e istin tec no o
it o t t e nee to
decommission systems — even if multiple platforms are performing
similar functions — and permits underlying platforms to be
maintained or upgraded without affecting analytics or reporting.
It makes use of unstructured external data, as well as proprietary
information. Finally, it allows analytics and reporting to evolve
dynamically over time.
Extensible architecture can be implemented internally or
externally, on a managed service basis. In our experience, either
approach can work well, as long as asset managers have access to
the right capabilities. Technological expertiz e alone is not enough;
ﬁrms a so nee re ator ta an e a no e e a on it
i ance on est ractices in mana ement in ormation ﬁnancia
and regulatory reporting.
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This approach delivers lasting simplicity,
not tem orar ﬁ es
In our experience, using extensible architecture to deliver j oinedup data can bring asset managers a wide range of operational and
strate ic eneﬁts
ese can e s mmari e as sim icit on t e
ar si e o com e it
n ot er or s
ivin ﬁrms a ran ar
understanding of their data, extensible architecture enables them
to derive clear, powerful insights from it.
This contrasts with the illusion of simplicity provided by a
smaller, piecemeal approach. Proj ects focused on individual data
req uirements tend to simplify each problem down to the bare
minim m o e iver increasin ine ﬁcienc an on ac ievin
temporary solutions. Simplicity on the far side of complexity can
help to achieve a range of internal and external obj ectives, as
outlined below.
► C ost r ed u c tion: the approach can not only deliver q uick wins
re cin
ication
t a so on er term e ﬁciencies via
increased automation. A n aggregated view of fund costs, such
as administration and custody, can help to identify further
savings. W e have seen asset managers reduce their technology
an ﬁnancia re ortin costs
as m c as a
► R evenu e gener ation: etter ana sis a o s ﬁrms to
strengthen revenues by enhancing product development
processes and focusing on the strategies and clients that
create the most value. It also makes it easier to develop
multichannel distribution, digital strategies that play to a
ﬁrm s stren t s
► P or tf olio management: better transparency of overall
market exposure can help to highlight potential risks, identify
anomalies in investment strategy and provide a more
accurate basis for performance- based rewards. Firms are also
increasingly interested in using the analysis of unstructured
external data as an indicator of market sentiment.

► Management inf or mation: extensible architecture reduces the
time and effort of management information ( MI) preparation,
an a o s ﬁrms to ma e ecisions ase on acts rat er
than estimates. This increases the value of analysis, enabling
management to target areas of priority and identify optimal
responses. Better data and detailed K PIs also empower staff to
deliver against these obj ectives. Better MI not only improves
mana ement oversi t it a so i s investor conﬁ ence
► I nvestor r epor ting: investors will see a dramatic improvement
in the q uality and timeliness of the reporting they receive.
Digital portals will deliver bespoke reporting, tailored to each
client’ s req uirements. Investors will be able to see the overall
value, returns and costs of their investments instantly, but can
a so ave access to ﬁner etai s i esire
► R egu lator y r epor ting: extensible architecture enables
asset managers to meet regulators’ increasingly- demanding
expectations, such as near- real- time reporting and
internationa consistenc in c ient c assiﬁcation i e investors
regulators will not only be able to access summariz ed
meas res o ris cost an roﬁta i it
t i a so e a e to
drill down into granular detail.
Looking further ahead, we believe that the simplicity, adaptability
an e i i it t at e tensi e arc itect re e ivers i a so ive
asset managers some lasting strategic advantages. Separating the
re ortin a er rom n er in s stems ma es it easier or ﬁrms
to grow. This includes the ability to integrate acq uisitions without
affecting key reporting processes — reducing the cost and risk of
M& A — as well as to incorporate new platforms as products and
markets evolve.

► G over nanc e and r isk management: boards and senior
management will see a marked improvement in their ability to
monitor group- wide market and investment risks. They will also
be able to conduct end- to- end checks on fees and costs that
ere not revio s
ossi e e no o cases ere ﬁrms
ave etecte si niﬁcant assets ein c ar e t e ron eve
of fees or no fees at all.
► D ata q u ality : a detailed focus on data and its characteristics
a o s ﬁrms to i enti an tac e ro ems o ata re ia i it
at their root, making permanent improvements to the way that
data is created and stored.
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Value lies not j ust in j oining up data, but also in
j oining up spending
W e recogniz e that some asset managers will be instinctively wary
of using extensible architecture to deliver j oined- up data. In our
experience, initial skepticism is typically based on perceived levels
of cost or disruption.

business. By coordinating and centraliz ing existing spend, most
asset managers could implement an extensible architecture
approach for the same — or lower — level of cost that they are
a rea inc rrin
i e rea i in ar reater eneﬁts

These are understandable views, given the institutional fatigue
that many asset managers are experiencing after several years
o
eava
too o ten ﬁrms i a rea
ave ma e ai e
attempts to deliver j oined- up data. Historic obstacles to success
can include cultural factors, such as organiz ational inertia or a
lack of broad- based stakeholder support; legacy issues, such
as complex organiz ations or data landscapes; and governance
weaknesses, such as poor accountability or the absence of a
robust data model.

Furthermore, it is worth remembering that regulation will, in any
case com e a asset mana ers to ma e si niﬁcant c an es to
t eir ata in rastr ct re in t e comin ears
e eneﬁts o an
overall end state that all proj ects contribute to are illustrated by
a q uick look at the req uirements of MiFID II. By 2 0 1 7 , European
ﬁrms i nee to e a e to re ort tota investment costs at c ient
portfolio and fund level. Successful compliance with MiFID II is
likely to involve many of the elements covered by an extensible
architecture approach ( see Figure 3 ) .

Even so, we believe that there are powerful arguments in favour
of extensible architecture. The most important point is that most
ﬁrms are a rea ma in eav investments in ata re ate
proj ects, even if fragmentation between work streams may mean
that this is “ under the radar” or simply seen as a cost of doing

In summary, we believe that channelling current areas of effort
and expenditure into the creation of a new operating model for
j oined- up data will overcome historical obstacles, enabling asset
managers to meet all their data management goals without
increasing their total level of expense.

F igu r e 3 : areas of extensible architecture req uired for MiFID II compliance ( colored in yellow)
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Conclusion:

joined-up data is a Board-level issue
In our view, an extensible technology architecture that sits above existing systems
offers many asset managers an ideal way to improve the value of their data while
reducing disruption and cost. However, we could not conclude this Viewpoint without
stressing that clear central leadership is critical to achieving the full benefits of a
holistic data strategy.
Vision, drive and support at Board and C-suite level are essential to achieving buyin from all functions and business units, and to confirming that the approach is
implemented fully and successfully. This includes creating an information management
framework for the whole organization covering data governance, quality, usage,
management and architecture. Otherwise, weak links in the chain will develop and
firms will struggle to extract full value from their investments. Board-level commitment
is also vital to fostering a culture which recognizes the value of data management and
prioritizes accordingly.
In short, joined-up data is not a concern for one function or department. It needs to
be identified as a Board-level priority. Executive teams can then set a holistic data
strategy supported by an extensible technology architecture which realizes the value
of a truly data-driven enterprise.
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